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SHABAD   Part-2 

  

 
 In the previous Lekh it has been explained that ‘Word-Essence’ came 

forth from the Formless Lord and in it all the spiritual virtues of God are 

present. From this ‘Word-Essence’, the subtle and the gross creation has 

emerged, is being nurtured and gets absorbed into it. 
 
 The creation and deluge occur through the Lord’s Shabad. 

Through the Shabad, the creation evolves again.                                     117 
        

 The sole will of the One Lord prevails all over. 
 The entire creation emanated from the One Lord.                     1334

         

 

 In other words the ‘Word-Essence’ has two principal forms –  

 

1 Subtle ‘Divine form’ – all Divine virtues and emotions, such as 

 

love 

 faith 

  compassion 

   ecstasy 

    awe 

     spiritual power 

 

are all present in this form. 

 

2 Concrete form or ‘existing form ‘Nature’– visible or the creation 

that can be experienced with the mind, intellect and the five senses 

of the body. 

 

The first, ‘Divine’ form is beyond –  

 

  shape 

   colour 

    mark 

     dress code 
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   hand lines  

    symbol 

     mind 

      consciousness 

       intellect 

        fragrance 

         letters 

          voice 

           country 

            time etc.  
 

and in it, all the subtle virtues of the Formless Lord are present. But this 

‘subtle Word Essence’ manifests intuitionally in those blessed ‘Gurmukhs’ or 

Guru orientated beloveds who have cultivated the practice of Word-

Consciousness through the Grace of the Guru. 
 

Second, the Concrete Form – shape, colour, marks, (astrological) lines, 

symbols, mind, consciousness, intellect, fragrance, letters, language, country, 

are time bound and under the influence of the five senses of the body. The 

whole creation like – sun, stars, air, water, fire, human being, lower forms of 

life, rivers, streams, mountains forests etc. are the manifestation of this form. 
 

 Everything is in Thy might. Thou are the Omnipotent and Thy is the Holiest of 
the Holy.                         464 

 

 Sacrifice am I unto Thee, Who abides in His Creation. 
 Thine limit cannot be comprehended.               469 

 

 According to the Gurbani quotations above, the immeasurable and 

complete 

  beauty 

   variety 

    colourfullness  

     enormity  

      design 

       utility 

 

etc. of the visible creation, always overwhelming the human consciousness 

or intellect, has been the cause of an invisible pull towards its Creator, God. 

 

 For the poets, painters and many other artists, the creation or the ‘subtle 

word’ has always been a never-ending avenue of motivation. 
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 But there is one noatable point here is that only some rare saint, devotee 

or blessed guru-orientated being  has the ability, through intuition, to unravel, 

enjoy and manifest the subtle and gross form of the ‘Word-Essence’. 

 

 The examples given below can help in understanding these abstract 

deliberations. 

 

 Rays emerge from the sun and in these rays are present all the virtues of 

the sun. This ‘sunlight’  or ‘rays’ have 2 main forms –  

 

1 Invisible subtle form – in which there are seven colours and life 

current. 

2 Concrete form – the form that can be detected with the five senses 

of the body such as -  heat, illumination etc. 

 

Our eyes cannot see the ‘subtle form’ because all these colours and the 

life current are hidden within the ‘invisible’ rays of the sun. In order that this 

form can be made visible, a right ‘method’ such as  a ‘prism’ - a triangular 

piece of glass through which the sun’s rays (pass and) change into many 

colours, is needed. So when the rays of the sun pass through the prism, the 

seven colours become visible. In these rays of seven colours, warmth and 

life current is present too. 
 

Just as we give names to the many colours that emerge from the 

invisible and subtle rays of the sun –  
 

   red  - light 

   yellow - light 

   green - light 

   blue  - light 

   indigo - light 

   orange - light 

   violet - light,  
 

so exactly in the same way, emerging from the invisible and subtle ‘Word-

Essence’, are numerous evident and operating virtues which are 

referred to in Gurbani as follows –  
 

   ‘master’ – word 

    ‘guru’- word 

     ‘all-embracing’ – word 
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‘donor’-word 

 ‘sustainer’ –  word 

  ‘truth’ –  word 

   ‘boundless’ –  word 

    ‘one’ –  word 

     ‘indescribable’ –  word 

      ‘complete’ –  word 

       ‘boat’ –  word 

        ‘boatman’ –  word 

         ‘rein’ –  word  

          ‘unstruck’ –  word 

           ‘untainted’ –  word 

            ‘insignia’ –  word 

     ‘food’ –  word 

      ‘sweet’ –  word 

       ‘cool’ –  word 

        ‘supreme-essence’ –  word 

         ‘jewel’ –  word 

          ‘medicine’ –  word 

           ‘immortal’ –  word 

            ‘Naam’ –  word 

 

 These numerous invisible spiritual virtues or aspects of the ‘word’ 

manifest and come into being, through the illuminated, ‘living embodiment’ 

of ‘spiritual-life’ (Prism) or blessed holy evolved souls. 

 

 To clarify this point further, another example is given : 

 

 Electric current operates invisibly in our houses, towns, industrial 

workshops etc. The ‘presence’ of the ‘current’ is only apparent when it 

manifests itself through some ‘bulb’. In other words there is a specific 

method through which 
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the current illuminates and operates and does work for us. 

 

 Exactly in the same way, hidden behind the ‘Essence Word’, or ‘Life-

Current’ or ‘Naam’ is the ‘all-engulfing’ form. But the miraculous sight of 

spiritual power manifests itself or is felt through the  personality of some 

blessed gurmukh or Guru-orientated-beloved.  

 
 Through the Guru, O slave Nanak!  God is revealed.                          11 
                    
 Nanak, the Maker reveals Himself unto the Guru-ward, within whom He has 

installed His light.                72 

 

 It has been stated earlier that all the subtle and concrete virtues of the 

‘sun’ are present, permeating and pervading in the rays of the sun. Generally 

an ordinary person only knows about and feels the heat and light virtues of 

these rays. However, the virtues that are 

 

  immeasurable 

   spontaneous 

    neutral 

     gifted   

continuous 

 free 

  forever 

 

 in the concealed colour and ‘life-current’ ‘bounties’ in the rays are only 

known and experienced by a rare person. 

 

 In other words, in order to fully experience the ‘visible/concrete 

creation’ an awareness of the subtle ‘Essence-Shabad’ is necessary too. 

 

 If we ponder about this at the worldly level – the more we come to 

know about the praise or importance of some thing, person, place, power etc, 

the more our enthusiasm and attraction automatically increases towards 

that thing, and an elation to procure or meet-up with it builds up in us. 
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 Exactly in the same way, to the degree the praise of the ‘Essence-

Shabad touches our heart, to that degree the  

 

  pull 

   desire 

    yearning 

     craving 

      effort 

 

to attain this ‘Essence Shabad’ will continue to increase. 

 
Continuously hearing Thy Name, my dear Lord, I have come to cherish an 
ambition to see Thee.                                                                     405 

 
Hearing, hearing the Lord’s praise, joy has sprung in my mind.  
Throughout the eight watches of the day, I sing the God’s praise.        992 
   

 An example is being given to to make this subject clear – 

 

If a woman, who is quarrelling and is consumend with anger, receives at 

that time a letter from her child, who is overseas, then at once the flame of 

anger disappears, and ‘motherly love’ arises in her heart. She reads or listens 

to the letter over and over again and the ‘attachment’ towards the child melts 

her mind and ‘drenches’ the heart. 

 

 In this way, the simmering flame of anger in her heart  transforms into 

higher emotions of ‘motherly-love’ and overwhelm her. She doesn’t tire 

talking about the virtues of her child. As she sings the praises of her beloved 

child – her heart melts and engulfs her and she becomes intoxicated in the 

yearning of her child. 

 

 It is clear from the above example that under the influence of ‘negative’ 

forms of  ‘Mayaci Kusangat’ materialistic worldly emotions, the mind keeps 

simmering and burning. There is only one sure way of escaping from this 

‘fiery world’ (and that is by) abiding within ourselves - 

 
   ‘Cool is the Lord’s Name’                            

and by keeping the the ‘company of evolved souls’, ‘Sadh Sngat’. By singing 

God’s praises or glorifying His virtues givies our mind an opportunity to 

come in contact with  the Timeless Lord’s Divine Virtues. 
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 In this way, with the touch of the Philosophers’s Stone’ on our mind, 

the Divine ‘Philosopher’s - Spell’ takes place. By singing/remembering the 

praises of the virtues of the Timeless Lord , reside, diffuse into our soul and 

man become the fortunate one. Man, from a ‘mind-orientated being’ he 

becomes a ‘Guru-orientated being’. 
He, who is resigned to the Guru’s will understands God by uttering His praises, 
the mortal is absorbed in the praise-worthy Lord.     110 

      
As is the one whom he serves, so does he himself become.   224  

  

 But there is a truth that needs to be understood, that the gross sensory 

things of the world easily enter our mind, consciousness & intellect. Praises 

and admiration for them  come easily into our understanding too which 

enables us to enjoy. However, because ‘Essence-Shabad’ and its wondrous 

eulogy is so very subtle,our coarse-gross materialistic intellect,cannot grasp 

or feel it. Inspite of knowing it’s value and importance it is not able to realize 

it’s true worth and is unable to relish or experience it’s beauty and colour. 
 

 That is the reason why, it can be seen that many ‘practitioners’ of 

religion in the beginning, experience a mental pull, after listening to the 

intellectual praises of the ‘Shabad’ or ‘Word’, but because they do not have 

the intuitional knowledge of the ‘Essence-Word’, the ‘Divine Pull’ does 

not arise in them. 
 

 Living a spiritless life, being absorbed in the materialistic realm, 

divorced from a continuous flow of the spiritual life-current, the entire life is 

spent standing at just one spot (without any progress).  
 

 To experience, relish or to get a taste of the intuitional praises of the 

‘Essence-Shabad’, the ‘company of blessed evolved ones’ (Sadg Sangat) or 

‘Guru-orientated beloveds’ is mandatory. 
 

Hearing the instruction, man relishes it not, as long as he is not attached to the Shabad, 
through the Guru.                                     590 

 
But if he joins the Sangat of the Saints, then he comes to embrace love for the Truth. 756 

 
One cultivates the word of the Guru in the Sadh Sangat.             VBG 16/1 

 

To internalize the praises of the ‘embodiment of Guru’s’ ‘Essence-Shabad’ 

in the heart, our Satgurus have blessed us with the wondrous and 

praiseworthy ‘Gurmantar’ or Guru’s chant ‘Waheguru’ and made it’s 

chanting or meditation with feeling mandatory.  
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 According to gurmat, our ‘consciousness’ is the only means of discovering and 

experiencing the subtle and gross form of the ‘Essence-Sahbad’. In order to 

experience the very subtle Essence-Shabad, a similar level of subtle consciousness is 

needed to grasp it. 

 

 The ‘synthesis’ of ‘Shabad -Consciousness’ is the one and only way of 

meeting the Primal Lord Waheguru and it is absolutely essential to experience in 

depth this subtle path. 
 

From the merger of Word and Consciousness the supreme state is achieved and from this 
word-consciousness one moves into a state of spontaneous peace and equipoise. K BG 62
               
For inculcating the practice of pondering upon the Shabad in our Consciousness, 
the four actions (doing sadh sangat, mediation on vision of the Guru, partaking of amrit 
and meditating on the shabad within the consciousness) are indeed the path of 
spirituality.                       K BG125 

 

To facilitate the understanding of the subtlety, the power or capacity of the 

‘Consciousness’, the following dicussion is given – 
 

Our eyes and ears are the only means or ways by which  external ideas, 

thoughts, meanings (or) scenes enter our mind, consciousness and intellect. 

However,only those scenes which we have seen, or thoughts which have read or 

heard can create any feelings in our subconsciousness, if our internal 

‘consciousness’ or ‘attention’ has grasped them. So, any witnessed scenes, or 

thoughts that have been read or heard can not influence our subconsciousness if 

they have been not given due attention and been realised consciously. 

 

On the other hand, previously collected thoughts, emotions, scenes etc.from our 

many births and company (Sangat) have already been deposited deep down in our 

subconsciousness. Accordingingly, our consciousness tends to keep thinking 

repeatedly thinking about these past scenes, thoughts and emotions. 

 

In other words, our consciousness keeps operating in between our current, 

and past thoughts, desires, events and scenes deposited earlier in our sub 

consciousness. 

 

There is another point here that needs attention; that according to the tendency 

or ‘colour’ of the subconsciousness, our consciousness grasps the internal or external 

  thoughts 

   desires 

    events 

     scenes. 

However, a lot of effort is required to grasp intuitively the different or the 

opposite of the – thoughts, desires, events or scenes, from that tendency or the 

‘colour’ of the  
8 
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already carved out subconsciousness.  

 

 It may be pertinent here to state, that it is not possible for us to close our 

ears and eyes, the whole day long. While moving around or doing work, 

good-bad scenes, sounds, thoughts, etc. automatically come into our mind 

and like a ‘football’make it bounce around, create confusion and cause 

fruitless wandering. Only higher sublime thoughts or a divine atmosphere 

can influence or change these lowly, suicidal and confusion causing 

elements. So, accumulated thoughts, emotions, tendencies from previous 

births, which have been recorded in the computer- like consciousness can 

only be changed with the Divine and dynamic influence of ‘Sadh-

Sangat’, the company of the holy.  

 

 From the rest of the sensory organs, eyes and ears have a more powerful 

absorbing capacity. Even a very distant scene or sound, can leave a good or 

bad impression on our mind. 

 

 It is clear from the above discussion that-  

  awareness 

   consciousness 

    thoughts 

     reflections 

      scenes 

       emotions 

        atmosphere 

         company 

 

all play a very important role in any of our religious efforts. 

 

 Just like, is possible to record numerous scenes and sounds in a video -

cassette which can be replayed when required, our ‘consciousness’ has been 

automatically and quietly recording numerous scenes, emotions, events from 

our accumulated births, and when the need arises, it automatically replays (or 

brings into being) the hue of these tendencies. 

 

 In reality it is only through the ‘connection’ of  ‘Word-Consciousness’ 

that a seeker can climb the numerous innate, secret, spiritual flight of steps to 

meet the Primal Lord. 
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 The ‘path of Word-Consciousness’ has been stressed in Gurbani and the 

Vaars of Bhai Gurdas in the following way –  
 

By fixing attention on the Divine Word, happiness is produced.  Imbued with the Lord, 
sublime joy emanates.                      62 

 

The Lord’s meditation and the Guru’s Shabad, is the music of my horn, which the people 
hear.                        877 

 

With one's consciousness focused on the Word of the Shabad, one crosses over the 
terrifying world-ocean. O Nanak, chant the Naam, the Name of the Lord.    938 

 
Slave Nanak is imbued with the Kirtan of the Lord's Praises. Focusing his consciousness 
on the Word of the Shabad, he realizes the Presence of the True Lord.     1227
                
Taking consciousness into the depth of Word has shaped the unchiselled mind.   VBG 3 /4 
 
Gurmukhs spend their lives while keeping their  heart and mind attuned with the Word 
and therefore death, the tax-gatherer does not approach them.     VBG 5/13 
 
The attention of the holy company is immersed in the ‘Word-consciousness where the 
One Word (Waheguru) will effect the connection instead of the five musical sounds. 
               VBG 6/10 
He enters into the immersion of word-consciousness through the blessing of the Guru and 
the holy congregation             VBG 6/19 

 

The Guru merges the consciousness of the disciple into the Word and creates ever new 
love (for the Lord) in it.                        VBG 13/14 

 

The consciousness of gurmukhs remain merged in the Word and the story of their love 
becomes unnarratable.                    VBG16/10 

 

 From the above discussion it is apparent, that only by merging the ‘Word’ 

with the consciousness, one receives all spiritual bounties and Guru’s blessings. But 

this play of ‘Word-Consciousness’ is not something simple, because, our externally 

orientated mind, consciousness, and intellect, entangled in materialism through 

numerous births, is unable to free itself from the clutches of materialism. That is why 

according to the above quotations, only some rare seeker will make the difficult 

effort of ‘licking the tasteless grind stone’ of ‘Word-Consciousness’. 
 

All listen to the melody and rhythm but a rare one understands the mystery of Word –
consciousness.             VBG 15/16 

 

They are rare in the world who merging their consciousness in the Word die like a deer.
                    VBG  28/17 

 

 Only through the merging of the Word-Consciousness within us that Divine 

bliss, love of the Lord or peace and contentment are acquired. 
 

By fixing attention on the Divine Word, happiness is produced.  Imbued with the Lord, 
sublime joy emanates.                      62 

 

Gurmukhs living in the world, through the company of saints, keeping the consciousness 
attuned to the Word, move around in equipoise        VBG15/21 

 
The Guru merges the consciousness of the disciple into the Word and creates ever new 
love (for the Lord) in it.                        VBG 13/14 
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Only they have realised Him whose surti or consciousness has merged into the 
truth after accepting the commands of the Word.       VBG 3/1 

 
In the waves of the Word of the true Guru, the gurmukhs or the guru orientated 
ever remain in delight.           VBG 3/16 
Joining their consciousness to the Guru’s teaching, they become knowledgeable.  

 
Adopting the renunciation in the form of the Word consciousness, he residing in 
equipoise, is free from all maladies.         VBG13/3 

 
The consciousness of gurmukhs (guru-orientated), remain merged in the Word 
and the story of their love remain unnarratable.           VBG 16/10 

 
Only his consciousness remains merged in the Word, whose mind diamond 
remains cut by the diamond of Word, the Guru.           VBG 15/16 

 

 The ‘Word’ – is unfathomable, unknowable and the ‘embodiment of love’. 

For this reason –  

   the spiritual awe-filled faith 

   the wondrous adorations 

   the spiritual love and 

   the cultivation of the ‘Word’ 
 

is the only ‘path of awareness’, which only our ‘consciousness – 
 

   can recongnise. 

    can grasp. 

     can experience. 

      feel the pull. 

       enjoy the essence. 
 

 Entangled in materialism and evil deeds, the gross, externally orientated, 

mundane mind cannot grasp these Divine higher yearnings. 

 

 Sometimes through the grace of the Guru, while doing Simran or meditation 

internally, or listening to Kirtan with devotion and faith, we experience the jolt of 

Naam-elixir and this brings the consciousness into a ‘state of awareness’ which is 

more alert and attentive than before. 
 

By Lord’s meditation, man remains watchful night and day.                      262 
 

Contemplating the Lord I was awakened from slumber and beholding Him I was wonder-
struck.                       814 

 
Nanak, they alone are awake who utter their Lord’s Name with their tongue.            1424 

 
He with full care keeps his consciousness attuned to the Word and listens to nothing 
except to the words of the Guru.            VBG 4/17 
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Attuning consciousness with the Word, the Gurmukhs (Guru orientated) alertly 
move with firm feet on the path of the Guru.          VBG 37/27 

 
 Between the ‘Formless Lord’ and the ‘world-ocean’, the ‘Word’ is the subtle 

‘bridge’, which only the Consciousness can traverse through intuition. 

 

 The ‘Consciousness’ has one more speciality; It is a translator or an interpreter. 

It can intuitionalise the ‘subtle essence word’, and present it in concrete visible 

words. With rapt attention and love through innate meditation on the concrete, 

visible written ‘Gurbani’, it can fathom the ‘waves’ of the ‘subtle essence-word’. 

 

 Through the ‘Consciousness’ the mind continuously needs some 

  sweet 

   amorous 

    emotional 

     pleasurable 

      subtle 

 

‘food’, through which it can reverse the superficial pleasures of materialism and 

perversions and grasp the ‘Word’. 

 

 By abandoning these temporal savors that spiritual bliss is attained. 
 By quaffing that Nectar, this worldly relish remains not pleasing.          342 
     
meaning that only the Consciousness –  

 

 can experience the ‘essence’ of the ‘Word’. 

 provide direct connection of the Primal Lord, Waheguru. 

 can enjoy Waheguru’s goblet of love. 

 

 In fact it is only through intuitional love that the ‘Consciousness’ can secretly - 

  talk - 

   experience closeness 

    love and cuddle 

     make amorous gestures 

      give and take 

       do transactions 
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with God. 
 

 In ocean, earth and sky, He is unmanifestly contained and by Guru’s Shabad, 
His sight is seen.                                              597 

 

This subtle and secret method of ‘Word-Consciousness’ can be slowly 

learnt in the ‘company of evolved souls’ by cultivating the practice of 

Simran 

 

Without the merging of ‘Word and Consciousness’ there is no other 

way to experience the ‘Word-essence’ or ‘Word-Guru’. 
 

 Without reflecting on the Guru’s Shabad, he suffers transmigration, loses honor 
and continues coming and going.                    1081 

 

 The Conscious mind, the intellect and the rational mind can be sculpted 

and moulded with careful interpretation of the Word-Guru. 

 

 The Subconscious mind can be shaped and moulded through Kirtan 

and internal Simran or ‘Word- Conciousness’ meditation. 

 

 Apart from this, in order to fashion or shape the consciousness, intellect, 

mind and intelligence, awe-filled faith for God is very essential. 
 

 Without Lord’s fear, none can cross the world-ocean. 

Lord’s fear and dread bedecks man’s love for Him. 

The body’s fire and fear is burnt away by the dread of God. 

With Lord’s fear and fright, man is adorned with the Shabad. 

What is fashioned without Lord’s fear is altogether worthless. 

Useless is the mold, and useless the stroke thereon.                          151 
 

 When the Lord’s fear is obtained, the mind is restrained, and through the 
Shabad ego is burned down.                 645 

 

 Generally, it is seldom that seekers seemingly or fully experience the 

‘Omnipresence’ and the ‘inner-knowingness’ of God and remain in the 

awe-filled love of God. 

 

 For this reason, this superficial awe-filled love, quickly disappears 

and the seeker once again, under the influence of materialism, unknowingly 

gets entangled in numerous base or lower tendencies. 
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The intuitional experience of the awe-filled love - Omnipresence of God can 

only take place in the continuous company of beloved guru-orientated souls. 

 

To fashion or shape the consciousness, intellect, mind and intelligence is 

theefore essential to have a ‘genuine institution’ where the ‘awe-filled’ company 

of the holy evolved souls, the blessed beloved guru-orientated beings, (holy 

congregation) dwell in the awe-inspiring-love of the Guru, and enjoy the ‘silent-

love’ of the ‘gracious-presence’ of the Timeless Lord. 

 
God’s fear thine bellows, practicing of penance thy fire and Lord’s love thy pod, 
wherein filter the God’s Nectar.  Thus in the true mint the Divine Shabad is fashioned.      
                                                                                     8 
 
As fear of God and love for mankind prevails in the holy congregation, the 
sense of non-attachment always prevails. 
Gurmukhs naturally reamin alert as their consciousness remain attuned to the Shabad or 
Word.             VBG 3/13 

 
A person who by merging his consciousness in the Word has acted according to the divine 
Will,               VBG 3/20 
He, as a result of his love and fear of the holy congregation discovers his own real self  

 
 Going with love and respect to the holy congregation, he serves there...... 

Absorbing consciousness into the Word the humble person receives honour in the court of 
the Lord.               VBG 8/24 

 
 The gurmukh quaffs the nectar of fear and love of the Lord in the holy congregation  

 VBG14/16 
 

In the discipline and love of the holy congregation, (the gurmukhs) facinate the 
Lord God also.            VBG 18/17 

 
 The true Guru is the transcendent perfect Brahm and resides in the holy congregation. 

By absorbing the consciousness in the Word, He is adored and cherishing love, devotion 
and His awe, He spontaneously blooms in the heart.      VBG 39/12 

 

 Yes, indeed! the Consciousness is - 
 

  the disciple 

   the researcher 

    the vehicle 

     the admirer 
 

of  Guru’s embodiment, the ‘essence-Word’, 

and it is the the consciousness that also - 

 

  takes wondrous flights 

  dives into the ocean of love 

   silently speaks 
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  silently listens 

  silently watches 

  silently enjoys the bliss 

  silently understands 

  silently explains 

  is invisible 

  is secret. 

 

 The path of ‘Word-Consciousness’is - 

 

   internal 

    secret 

     subtle 

      wondrous 

      an embodiment of love 

       of experiencing divine spiritual flights 

        blissful  

         joyful. 

 

 Yes indeed, with the merging of  Word-Consciousness’ the – 

 

  ‘Lord’s flute’ plays. 

  melodious unstruck melody is heard. 

  gentle, sweet and quiet, unnarratable language of spontaneous  

meditation is heard. 

  blessings of silent-love takes place. 

  Silent presence of the Supreme Lord is revealed thunderously. 

  skinless drums play. 

  clouds shake with thunder even though it is not rainy season,  

stream of nectar slowly, gently, drop by drop, trickles down 

within. 

  relish of ‘love-essence’ is experienced. 

 Guru-orientated beloved’s each and every pore meditates. 

  ‘Naam’ is attained. 

  the connection is made in the ‘silence of nothingness, 

  ‘cup of love’ is received silently. 
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 Blessed, blessed is that flute which the Lord plays. 
Sweet, sweet and unbeaten sound issues forth from it.   988 

 
 Through the Guru’s Shabad, the Master of the universe has become 

manifest unto me and I now see the Lord, the source of bliss, pervading 
everywhere.                                                             1315 

 
 The unskinned drum plays. 

Without the rainy season, the cloud thunders.                  657 
 

Within him the stream of Nectar ubiformly rains. 
The soul drinks, hears and reflect upon the Shabad.      102 

        
So with fixed intent on the Guru’s Shabad and uttering the Name, O’ Nanak the 
dreadful world-ocean is crossed.                                                      938 

 
 Nanak, within him resounds the immaculate music of the Shabad and he 

merges in the Lord’s True Name.                                         1038 
 
 The Guru’s word he recieves is Waheguru, the wondrous Lord, and 

remains silently immersed in delight.        VBG 4/17 

 
 
           -   Continued. 
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